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THE PINNACLE FINANCIAL GROUP’S

ECONOMIC
INSIGHTS

IS COVID OUR
GENERATION’S
“PEARL HARBOR”?
The world of 2030 may seem a long way o , but at
The Pinnacle Financial Group we spend a lot of
time thinking about the distant future.

Ten years from now, I think we will look back at COVID as our generation’s “Pearl Harbor
moment” — a period when extreme adversity spurs innovation and behavioral changes to
help address some of the era’s biggest problems.
When Pearl Harbor happened, the US artillery was 75% horse drawn. Let me say that
again: in 1941, three quarters of our artillery depended on horses. Yes, by the end of the war
we had entered the atomic age. That incredible transformation sparked a period of
innovation and growth in the US economy that lasted for decades.
I believe COVID could be the trigger that spurs us on to tackle the critical issues of the next
decade…and that innovation will likely be compressed into a few short years.
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While the crystal ball is not always clear, I want to take an opportunity to lay out some of the
things we see, and how it will a ect the way we invest your portfolios. We also want to take
the opportunity to say thank you. We are honored and privileged to have your trust and
con idence.

The Economic Scorecard

Rates

Risks
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Investment
Opportunities

😐

In lation was subdued in 2020. While the o icial in lation number (Core
CPI) is still low at around 1.40%, this won’t last forever. We don’t see an
in lation issue in the short term. But, with rising budget de icits, national
debt and monetary easing, we do expect in lation to rise in the medium
term.

👍

The Fed maintained the federal funds target rate in a range of
0.00%-0.25%. The Fed has indicated that they do not plan to change the
rate through 2023…meaning easy access to cash at low rates for many
corporations. This should continue to fuel the economy.

👎

1. Market valuations are high (the market is expensive) following a strong
year for investment portfolios.
2. Vaccines may prove to be ine ective against new COVID variants.
3. In lation could spike in the medium term, hastened by federal spending
packaged as “COVID Relief.”

👍

1. Keeping diversi ied and high quality at the base of the Pinnacle
Investment Triangle is wise.
2. Increasing non-correlated assets, particularly those that focus on the
post-COVID world. We will focus on this below.
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In lation

😐

In 4Q20, operating earnings growth declined less that expected. Sectors
that su ered were energy and industrials, while consumer staples,
technology, and health care had positive earnings growth. For 2021, we
expect the worst performing sectors of 2020 to likely recover more solidly
in 2021.
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Pro its

😐

Through Dec. 31st, the labor market has regained over 12.3 million of the
22.3 million jobs lost in February to April, or about 58%. The unemployment
rate is currently 6.2%. While the labor market recovery has been impressive
so far, the pace has slowed considerably. However, with the deployment of
the vaccines, employment growth could pick up in the 2nd half of the
year…particularly in the service industries (I.e. restaurants and hotels).
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👍

With the shutdown of the economy in 2020 due to COVID, we saw an
unprecedented drop in GDP…followed by an unprecedented bounce back.
Low interest rates should still help growth through 2021.
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Growth

Investing in What’s to Come
A term you probably hear us use often is “Future World.” Future World investing
focuses on companies and trends that will transform virtually every aspect of our
lives in the next few years. We see structural shifts in many industries…some spurred
on by the COVID pandemic…that will make the “Future World” look very di erent than
it does today. Therefore, it makes sense to invest in what the Future World will look
like. Our goal is to identify the potential for structural change and invest relatively
early in these areas (similar to the rise of the internet in the 90s). This is particularly
important for long-term investors to ensure that their portfolios are positioned for
growth opportunities.
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As discussed, the COVID pandemic has forced many of these trends to happen in a
much faster pace than one would normally expect. In our opinion, these changes or
developments o er huge investment opportunities. Yes, volatility and growing pains
will be likely as is often the case with opportunity.
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Future World investing is about capitalizing on future trends. It’s forward-looking
nature stands in clear contrast to the old market capitalization approach that was
more widely used before COVID. We suspect that the vast majority of inancial
planners and investment advisors will continue to only use this outdated market
capitalization approach…because “that’s the way we have always done it.” Here
at Pinnacle, we think di erently. Our job is to be forward-thinking because that
is where the opportunity lies. We believe that those advisors who anticipate
trends and take advantage of new opportunities will serve their clients well.
I discussed many of the Future World themes in last year’s Pinnacle Economic
Insights, but let me discuss a few more in-depth:

Traditional Sector

Consumer Discretionary

Energy

Old or Current Paradigm

Future World

Consumer irms primarily
target the spending
preferences of baby
boomers and Gen Xers,
selling through brick-andmortar channels and
appealing to suburban
lifestyles and material wants.

Millennials are set to see
their incomes rise and inherit
trillions from the babyboomer generation. Their
unique spending
preferences, such as buying
online via E-commerce
platforms, living in cities and
favoring experiences, are
expected to radically alter
what types of products are
sold and how they are
bought. Education, too, is
surging in demand as the
skillsets employers demand
(advanced degrees) evolve
quickly.

The energy sector largely
revolves around the
extraction of shale and fossil
fuels.

Falling costs and rising
production of Lithium
batteries is leading the shift
to renewable energy and
electric vehicles, which in
return are expected to power
the autonomous vehicles of
tomorrow.
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Traditional Sector

Financials

Health Care

Industrials
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Old or Current Paradigm

Future World

Financial irms primarily rely
on employee skills to
e ectively allocate inancial
capital and provide services
to customers.

FinTech allows inancial irms
to leverage cutting edge
technology to reduce costs,
improve decision making and
risk controls, and improve
customer experiences.

Health care systems are
designed to treat symptoms
or ailments once they occur.

Increasing lifespans
(Longevity) and rising health
care costs are driving people
to proactively improve their
health and wellness through
physical activity, healthy
eating, and greater
mindfulness of their wellbeing. Genomics is helping
personalize medicine,
preventing and treating illness
with innovative treatments.
Telemedicine and digital
health tools are
revolutionizing the ways that
providers care for patients,
delivering novel solutions to
enhance health outcomes
across a variety of areas.

Manufacturers provide
workers with tools and
training to complete tasks in
an e icient and consistent
manner.

Advancements in robotics
and Arti icial Intelligence are
making machines smarter and
more capable than ever
before, allowing robots to
take on increasingly
sophisticated tasks for faster
and more accurate
production.
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Traditional Sector

Old or Current Paradigm

Future World

The technology
ecosystem largely
revolves around
computers, servers, and
mobile devices
communicating with
each other.

Declining chip costs and
improving connectivity allows for
virtually any object to connect to
internet-enabled networks,
allowing it to collect and receive
big data in a massive expansion of
the “Internet of Things”
supported by the scalable
infrastructure of cloud
computing. All of these secured
and protected by cybersecurity
platforms.

People communicate or
consume information
Communication Services primarily through
traditional mediums like
phone, TV, or radio.

People around the world are
communicating via social media
platforms, to share mobile video
and photos, chat with friends,
listen to podcasts, read blogs, and
more recently play and watch
video games and esports
together.

Information Technology

The Bottom Line:
We are not concerned about the long-term prosperity of the nation or the stock market. We
do believe there are signi cant risks that lie ahead and that major market declines are likely.
That’s how the market works. In addition, there will be fundamental, long-lasting changes to
how we live. In many respects, life will be better. You will likely see these themes continue
to prudently expand as a focus in your portfolios.
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Make Sure Your House is in Order
The world post-COVID may change other aspects of your life, too. I would be
remiss if I did not recommend the following:
1. Review the bene iciaries of all retirement plans, IRAs, Life Insurance, Annuities, etc.
2. Revisit and update, as needed, your wills, Power-of-Attorney, Healthcare Power-ofAttorney, Living Wills, Trusts, and other Estate Planning, Elder Care and Advanced
Directive items.
3. Get your inancial organization in order.
4. Let’s sit down to make sure you continue to be on the best path and can answer the
question, “Am I on track?”
5. Review and adjust your budget, as needed.
6. Review and insure you have the correct amounts and types of Life Insurance,
Disability Insurance, and Long Term Care Insurance.
7. Consider multi-generational planning. Make sure the next generation is ready.
Let us know if you would like to discuss any of these issues.
We are here to help.

Who We Serve:
Our clients seek solid nancial planning advice with a continual relationship with our rm.
We speci cally focus our wealth planning and investment management services on an
exclusive number of clients. The types of clients we work with are People in Transition,
Families, and Savers hoping to “Live a Life of Signi cance.”
We Welcome Your Referrals!
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Again, we thank you for your trust and con idence. It is our commitment to provide you with
the insights and advice that will not only help you today, but most importantly, put you on
the right path toward your future objectives.
We wish you all the best for the remainder of 2021 and beyond.
Every Best Wish,
Thomas J. Donahue, ChFC, CFP(R)

The Pinnacle Financial Group
312 N. Church Street Monroe, NC 28112
www.pfgnc.com
704-292-2920

Securities and Advisory Services o ered through Commonwealth Financial Network, member FINRA/
SIPC, a Registered Investment Adviser.
Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks and
uncertainties, which are di icult to predict. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
In addition to the normal risks associated with equity investing, narrowly focused investments typically
exhibit higher volatility because of the non diversi ied nature of the portfolios.
The statements in this Economic Outlook are the opinions and beliefs of the author when the
commentary was made and are not intended to represent that person’s opinions and beliefs at any other
time. The main risks of international investing are currency luctuations, di erences in accounting
methods; foreign taxation; economic, political, or inancial instability; lack of timely or reliable
information; or unfavorable political or legal developments.
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